
Reports, Papers Essays – run several pages – require long-term preparation – major 
percentage of final course grade = high-stakes writing 
 
Important academic skill – preparation for important professional skill? 
 
Thoughtful, complex writing can demonstrate understanding better than most other 
forms of assessment regardless of the discipline. 
 
So what stops us from assigning lots of high-stakes writing? 
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FEAR! Fear of being buried alive under an avalanche of paper. 
 
High-stakes = high price 
 
Time consuming to prepare and support writing and the grading – oh the horror! 
 
• Content 
• Form 
• Sources 
• Writing effectiveness and correctness 
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But it doesn’t need to be that way. 
 
In many mountain regions – to prevent a large avalanche trigger several small ones.  
 
Low-stakes writing assignments. 
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Frequent informal writing assignments.  
 
Cumulatively = more traditional assignment  
 
Individually little grade impact 
 
Can play a very central role in student learning – focus on ideas and thinking, 
exploring 
 
High student engagement – active learning. 
 
Match to goals for course or class 
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Not all writing gets a response or grade – match to your goals  
• make all members of class writers/readers/responders. Give students a broader 

audience than just the teacher 
• Don’t evaluate, respond to the idea, think big picture 
• Make student participation, response, peer-evaluation an assignment 
 
• You can tell students their writing will be read by you but you will not in fact post 

any feedback 
• You can have students respond to each other 
• You can respond to selected writings or assignments but not all 
• You can read everything and just give out + or – or whatever simple fast formula 

you want to devise. 
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I use a Weekly self-assessment journal & Weekly class blog (two assignments actually 
– 1 for post and 1 for comment) 

 
10% each (30% total low-stakes writing) for about 4,000 words but this method gives 
me two forums to connect with students and interact with their thoughts and ideas 
but there are still more benefits for low-stakes writing assignments… 
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I use six-word memoirs as a community-building exercise and I make this one of my 
first class assignments as well – you can’t get much more low-stakes than six words! 
 
But once they have that format down we use them to launch summaries, reflections, 
discussions, and blog posts. I use them as a scaffolding tool and a tool to help 
students focus on the main idea of a reading, discussion, or piece of writing. 
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Here are some examples of six-word stories connecting textbook readings with 
popular culture: 
 
Spiderman = Inspired by Frederick Douglas’ “Learning to Read” 
 
Walking Dead (cabin) = Inspired by Garrett Hardin’s “Lifeboat Ethics: The Case Against 
Helping the Poor”  
 
Batman = Inspired by Kenzaburo Oe’s “The Unsurrendered People” 
 
Yoda = Inspired by Sun Tzu "The Art of War" 
 
Walking Dead = Inspired by Kisautaq Leona Okakok’s “Serving the Purpose of 
Education” 
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• Focus on the ideas and the learning 
• Specific purpose and audience for writing 
• Scaffolding – series of small assignments to lead to or build larger one 
• Give them a chance to get their head back in the game. 
• Increase communication 
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Reflection, assessment, brainstorming, head clearing, note taking, connection making 
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First compare notes with your neighbors and then we will discuss as a group – maybe 
even help you think through an assignment 
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Some additional sources and ideas for low-stakes writing 
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